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This deliverable contains the listing of the INTUIT knowledge base, and hardcopies of
some panels developed with TAE+ as entry forms, developed for the Intelligent User
Interface of the MOC/COMMAND system Test Library.
Knowledge Base Deslgn




The development process of the knowledge base for the generation of Test
Libraries for Mission Operations Computer (MOC) Command Support focused on a
series of information gathering interviews with Glen Rieke. These knowledge capture
sessions are supporting the development of a prototype for evaluating the capabilities of
INTUIT on such an application. The prototype includes functions related to POCC (Payload
Operation Control Center) processing. It prompts the end-users for input through a
series of panels and then generates the Meds associated with the initialization and the
update of hazardous command tables for a POCCProcessing TLIB.
This deliverable includes:
• the listing of the file TLIB_KB4.art, which is the knowledge base
written in ART-IM,
• sample computer screen panels developed in order for the user to
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HAZ Group Title :
Hazardous Group Mnemonic Restrictions :
Open Hazardous Command Tables
YES NO
Enable Hazardous Command Group
YES NO
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08
09 I0 II 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64
_I POCC HAZ CHD DATA I _







HAZ Group Title :
Hazardous Group Mnemonic Restrictions :
Open Hazardous Command Tables
YES NO
Enable Hazardous Command Group
YES NO
01 02 03 04 05 06 07 0S
09 I0 II 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56
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